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Since the mid-1970's Egypt has experienced major changes in its
economic and political structure. Ths most salient economic developments
are in the availability of manpower (especially at skilled occupation
levels), expanded policy stiiriilus to private sector activity and
restructuring of the war economy toward a more growth-oriented system.
These changes are bound to have a significant inpact in the mediijn run,
especially vhen the new aspirations toward economic growth of Egyptian
policymakers collide with stnmctural limitations in Labor-Svipply, balance of
payments and savings' availability. In the light of these develcmients an
important question inposes itself, namely, what are the substitution
possibilities available to the Egyptian economic structure that will allow
it to fulfill its growth ambitions within its constraints?
To answer this question, a con^sutable general equilibrium model is
built around a social accounting matrix (SAM) set ip by a team of economists
from Cairo University, MTT, and the Egyptian Ministry of Planning. This
paper aims to describe in detail this model with its structviral equations,
factor constraints, and datza basis. Section I describes the general
features of the model; section II details the production, factor demands and
income generation blocks of the model; section III presents the closure
inposed cxi the stnnjcture. The data basis generated for the specific needs
of this model is presented in section IV. Finally, section V presents a
consistency run of the model.
A General Equilibrium Model for Egypt
The model presented in this paper follows closely a computable general
equilibrium model built by the Planning Methods Project of the joint Cairo
University/M. I.T. Research Program. Since the details of the model are
available in Eckaus, McCarthy and Mohie-Eldin (19 79) (henceforth ECM) , we
will limit ourselves in this section to outline the general features of the
model and its mechanism without going into the details of its structural
equations. Section II will take up its detailed presentation of the
structural equations that differentiate out model from the E.C.M. model.
Table 1 presents t±ie basic equations of the model in very stylized
form. Its mechanisms are fairly straightforward. Outpi± is determined in
the material balance equations (e.q. (1). This in turn determines t±e level
of value added and factor demands. Value added, in turn, determines incomes,
consumption, and government tax revenue (equations (2), (3), (4) and (5)).
Outpiit prices are cost-determined in e.q. (5) with consunption in turn
determined by valiie added and all other terms in equation (1) determined
exogenous ly. A new level of outptit is established. A savings investment
balance will determine equilibrium output. Ctorresponding to tiiis output are
factor demands. These are matched with factor constraints to determine
factor returns. These in turn feed back into output prices (via P^ in
equation 5) leading to new incomes, consumptions, factor demands, etc.
General equilibrium is obtained when the savings investment balance hDlds
and factor markets clear simultaneously. Figure 1 presents a flow-chart of
the iQDdel. Details are left to E.C.M. (79).
Before we move to present our model a few basic features of the E.C.M.
model -- many of Aiiiich will carry over into our story — are worth
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The model has 12 sectors built around an input-output matrix. Consumers
are divided into six groups by size distribution of income and sector (three
for the urban sector and three for the rural sector.) Factors are Capital,
Land, and Labor. Production is for most sectors divided between private






























functions vath their inplications of fixed feetor shares and unit
elasticities of si±>stitution. This feature will be changed in the model
presented in this paper as explained below. Money does not enter the model
explicitly. Government deficit (determined endogenously) is presumably
financed ty mcxiey creation. No money demand equations are specified. The
inflation rate is endogenous, i.e. the price determination equations are not
homogeneous of degree in nominal values.
As a consequence of this lack of honogeneity, the savings investment
balance is attained through forced savings inqjosed in part through fector
returns. Foreign savings is determined endogenously; since real exports are
fixed, it is implicitly assumed that the nominal exchange rate (for exports
only) will move to keep them constant.
With this brief exposition of the E.C.M. model section II below will
outline the differences between this model and ours.
II. Factor Substitution in a General Equilibrium Framework
For our model to answer questions about sx±)stitution possibilities in
the Egyptian system, a basic reformulation of the value added production
function is introduced. In this section \te present new production functions
introduced and their iiiplications for income determination and fector
demands
.
II - A: The Production Function
As in t±ie E.C.M. model, our model is built around a twelve sector
input-output matrix and its production functions are assumed to be with
fixed coefficients in valvie added and intermediates:
X = vV + Za., X, + m X
i i Ji i i i (Il-l)
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l.e. value added Is a fixed proportion of output along with domestic and
ijiiported intermediates.
Real value added is "produced" according bo a two level C.E.S.
production function (as opposed to a Cobb-Douglas in the E.C.M. model),
i.e.
^1 = ^^\ h'' + ^i ^i'' + ^i h''^
"'^'' ("-2)
where L. = a labor aggregate (explained below) in i
K = capital stock in i
T, =
1









, B. = distribution parameters
corresponding to this production function is a cost function that will
determine the "price" of value added.
,
V, 1-0^
P^ = [h\ w{^-^i> + b^ Rf-^i> + b^ zf-°i^] i (11-3)
where
W = is the unit cost of the labor aggregate input (defined below)
in i.
R = the rental rate on capital in i
Z = the rental rate on land in i
-8-
These two functions provide die first level of the C.E.S. functions fiDr
value added. The second level appears with the production of the labor
aggregate Lj^. It is assumed that only a labor ffggregate enters the
production function for value added. This aggregate is "produced" by
combining — in a C.E.S. production function — three types of labor —
skilled, blue collar, and unskilled.
thus ;
with;
I = skilled labor in i
Ji.„ = blue collar labor in 1
i2
£.„ = unskilled labor in i
1-a.




Y . Y,, ^. = are distribution coefficients
i i 1
Again corresponding to this "production function" a cost function will
determine the cost of the labor agcreeate W .
" ^ i i.e:
W, = [g,(w)^^ + Si "21 +
^i -31 1 (^^-5)
The cost of this labor aggregate W will enter the cost function in
(II-3) to determine the price of value added P^.
II-B; Factor Demands
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It is worth noting that demand for the three types of labor enbodies
the two stages of tie aggregate C.E.S. functions in (II-2) and (II-4), i.e.
the first stage calculates the demand for the labor sggregate L^ and the
second stage calculates vath this given L^^ the demand for the indivldioal
skills.
II - C: Inccane Generation
As was mentioned in Table 1 the E.C.M. model divides consumers into six
income groijps, the grouping being made accordipg to the size distribution of
income. Now the distribution of value added around feetors in both the
E.C.M. model and our model is straightforward, the only difference being
that with Cobb-Douglas production fijnctions (in the E.C.M. version) factor
shares are constant; in the model presented here because of the C.E.S.
functions fector shares are variable. Their derivative with respect to real
factor returns — as is known for C.E.S. 's — will be positive or negative
depending on vhether tie elasticity of substitution is greater or smaller
than unity. It is worth notipg here that labor shares in value added will
depend for tiiese derivatives on both intra-factor and intra-skill
elasticities of substitutions, i.e.
where Ji is the share in V.A. of the j*^'^ skill group in the i*-*^
industry. Now contrary to the E.C.M. model we have no data on the mapping
from the functional income distribution to the size distribution. A sinple
rule was therefore adopted to generate this mapping. It was assumed that
land and capital incomes accrue to the various income groups in tte same
proportions as those in the E.C.M. mapping. As for labor, it was assimed
-11-
that skilled labor income vent to t±ie top 10% income grovps, blue collar to
the middle 30% income groijp, and unskilled labor incane to the bottom 60%
income grov:ps. Labor value added accruing to each income groxjp in the
E.C.M. model was used to calibrate the distribution in our model. The
parameters of the mapping were assumed constant. Income for the k
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^. = share of re k-th income class in profit income in re j-th
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= share of re k-th income class in type n labor income in
ik
-" sector j .
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III. Model Closvire.
As is clear from tiie nature of cxanputable general equilibrivjm models of
the E.C.M. type, the closure of the model will markedly affect the results
of the comparative macro-statics performed. By closure vie mean the
specificaticai of which factors will be constrained in the model since this
choice will determine vhich nominal factor returns will move to equate
supply and demand. The homogeneity of the model rules out any unemployment
in the constrained factors. On the other hand, not constraining a fecrtor
inplies a fixed nominal return to it, and therefore, if prices go 14), a
decreased real return. In this model, after varioijs experiments, we settled
on the following constraints.
i) Unskilled Labor: In view of observed recent increases in vrages,
(mainly nominal but also real) we decided to constrain the supply of
unskilled labor. Perfect labor mobility is assumed between the agricultural
sectors and the non-industrial sectors, (construction, housing, transporta-
tion, services). The industrial sectors (textiles, intermediate and capital
goods industries and oil production) are constrained separately witii perfect
labor mobility amcarjg them. Wage differentials among sectors
(within each of the two groxjps above) are kept fixed. This is to represent
institutional barriers to wage equalization via labor mobility that the
model cannot handle. Note that the differential between the two groups of
unskilled workers (agricultxjal/non-indiistrial and industrial) can vary.
ii) For blue collar workers, we chose to constrain their supply in the
agricultural and the food processirig sectors (with full mobility ard fixed
wage differentials)
.
A separate constraint was iaposed far the Industrial
-13-
sectors (defined above) and one for services and transportation. In view of
the important role migration has played in the availability of labor fiar the
construction and housing sectors,** we chose to isolate their blue collar
workers by assuming no mobility between the rest of tiie econoniy and these
two sectors.
iii) White Collar Workers — The 1961/62 nationalization and eniployment
drive led to an overstaffiiig of firms with white collar workers.* This
—
along with the education policy of Egypt, stressing academic and university
training—led vis not to constrain white collar enployment in activities
where the public sector predominates (all of the indvistrial sectors,
transport, communication, and services). This lack of a supply constraint
does pose a problem in terms of the political econon^^ of Efeypt. Most vhite
collar workers will remain with a fixed noninal wage and thus (as the model
results show) a decreasing real wage. However, given that vhite collar
workers constitute a sizable portion of the politically vocal strata, sudi a
decrease in their real wage seems dubioijs. Some experiments can be
performed to capture this point. Regarding other sectors, we constrain
vMte collar workers in agriculture (again with free mobility and fixed wage
differentials). Finally, followipg the argument for blue collar workers,
construction and hoxjsing have their labor stqjplies constrained separately.
*See R. Mabro and S. Radwan: The Industrialization of Egypt: 1939-1979,
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1973.
**See Eckaus and Mohie-Eldin.
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iv) Capital — capital has proven to be the most difficult factor to
pia down since data for capital stocks and capacity utilizaticxi are very
poor in Egypt.* We have therefore assumed that there is no constraint oa
capital in agriculture, it beipg of a rather traditional nature and easily
reproducible.
In the rest of the economy evidence suggests that there was invitilized
capacity until around 1973. Me therefore proceeded as follows. Using
educated guesses for capital-output ratios, we ccaiputed capital in use in
the 12 sectors (along with base year profit rates), and assumed unused
capacity to be 18.1% in indxostry and 8.0% in the remaining non-agricultural
sectors** (these somev^tet low figures take Into account the drive for
increased production after 1973 and presumably the increase in capacity
vised) . Ws then constrained the capital stock in the public sector portion
of all non-agricultural sectors, with fixed profit differentials and full
mobility (which in the context of the public sector seems plausible)
.
As for the service sector, we chose not to constrain its capital since
the concept of capital in that sector (which includes the Suez Canal and
tourism) is not well defined.
v) Land —we have normalized the base year rent on land at unity and
therefore land is meas\jred in normalized units. It represents cropped
acreage (as opposed to actual acreage) since crop rotation constraints have
not been taken into consideration. Vfe thus impose only a constraint on
total land use in agriculture.
*See Mabro and Radwan, (76 )




Obviously the extension of the model to a nore detailed picture of the
Egyptian econoiny requires expanding its data base. This data collected from
various soxjrces (disciissed below) did not match our twelve sector
classification (see Table 1) . The sectors In which the data on employment
by skills, capital (when available) and wages by skill are classified are
listed CXI the left-hand side of Table 2 (below). Now based on the E.C.M.
twelve sector aggregation (for details see E.C.M. (79)) the mapping from the
nine sectors of official pijblications into our twelve sectors is shown in
Table 2. This mapping is based on labor value added weights (since it is
going to be used to distribute enployment among sectors) . The numbers in
parentheses indicate that some of our twelve sectors drew their labor from
more than one of the (official publication) left-hand sectors in the
proportions shown. The data on total enployment by sector was taken from
"AL TAWAZOFF WAL OJOUR for 1975" pxjblished by CAFMAS.
This first mapping provided \js with en^jloyment by sector fiar cur twelve
sectors. Next a skill proportions matrix was used to break down total
enployment by sector into enployment by skill level (skilled, blue collar
and unskilled) by sector.
Finally the breakdown of employment by skill and by sector into private
sector enployment and government sector enployment was done according to the
respective shares in total labor value. The resulting final distribution of
labor is shown in Table 3.
Provided in an xnpublished docviment of the Vforld Bank
TABLE 2
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Gas and Electricity Other Industry (.2)
Construction Construction
Housing (.7)
Mining Crude Oil and Products








THE BASE PERIOD EMPLOYMENT MATRIX
PRIVATE SECTOR IN 0,000 UNITS
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THE BASE PERIOD EMPLOYMENT MATRIX
GOVERNMENT SECTOR IN 0,000 UNITS
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Crude Oil and Products 1522.50000









Ratios Sectors Private Sector Public Sector
1.59 Staple Food 618.53979 104.91000
1.59 Non-Staple Food 1718.26929 297.85059
1.59 Cotton 373.64990 0.0
1.5 Other Agriculture 696.00000 0.0
0.6 Food Processing Industry 794.46533 118.73444
1.0 Textile Industry 597.62744 287.37231
4.0 Other Industry 1037.55786 4530.44141
0.5 Construction 99.28339 218.71660




10.0 Housing 1266.63867 153.36115
1.5 Other Services 4129.18750 547.80908
-22-
TABLE 7
























































Crude Oil and Products .45















V. The Consistency Run
Tables below show the values for the main production, consumption,
and government deficit figures resulting from a (Base) consistency run.
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